Introduction

The main question is what is Trunnionosis and what do we need to know as a surgeon. So trunnionosis is basically metallosis. It is the generation of metallic debris from a combination of motion at head on neck junction and an electrochemical corrosion [1,2].

Trunnion is part of the femoral stem where head gets engaged1; Corrosion of this part is called Trunnionosis. Taper is the slotted part of head which fits into trunnion of stem; corrosion of this part is called Taperosis (Fig. 1).

Trunnionosis is basically a electrochemical corrosion and metallosis due to micromotion and both are basically synergestic and generates huge amount of metallic particles [2]. It causes the same adverse local tissue reaction as metal on metal heads as in ALVAL, Pseudotumours. Trunnionosis also causes osteolysis [3].

Trunnion is an independent source of metal ion [3-5]. In Rush Clinical Series, 27 patients of THR were revised for advanced local tissue reaction secondary to head neck corrosion with metal on poly bearings. The revision rates because of trunnionosis was 4.3% between 2009-2013.
Clinical Presentation

A patient of trunnionosis usually presents with pain, limp and swelling of the affected hip [1,3,6]. The mean age of presentation is usually 4.3yrs after surgery (ranges <1 to 26yrs), typically 2-3yrs [2,6].

The plain radiographs should be done first to check the implant position, type of implant. Osteolysis is frequently seen in 26% of cases 6, primarily at medial calcar, greater trochanter, periacetabular region. When a patient presents with a painful hip we need to rule out infection as well. On blood investigation 50% patients of metallosis present with elevated ESR or CRP which is not an effective way in ruling out infection. On aspiration of these affected hips grey colour fluid which is mostly acellular that only confuses further with infection. For investigations we can rely on synovial fluid testing for CRP and Alpha defensin in the synovial fluid and that will rule out infection.

You have to be suspicious of Trunnionosis in MOM total hips, Modular neck total hip, MOP hip with CO-CR stem [1,5-7].

If there is suspicion of trunnionosis in a metal on poly bearing surface there should be no metal in blood [6-8]. The metal serum levels should not be elevated. If a patient has trunnionosis they will have elevated cobalt and chromium and characteristically cobalt >> chromium [6-10]. For diagnosis of trunion metal on poly serum levels of >1 ng/ml is bad. For metal on metal hip implants serum levels of >6 ng/ml is abnormal and these patients need a close follow-up. A well-functioning metal on poly bearing should have <1ppb [6,8,9].

Metal artifact reduction sequence MARS MRI will help find things that are classic for metallosis like fluid collection around stem and pseudomass (Fig. 2) [8-10]. We need to see whether the symptoms are due to metal sensitivity. A lot of patients are exposed to metallic debris and tend to develop a metal sensitivity.
Treatment

So, when we get a patient with painful hip two to three years post op, MARS MRI suspicious, ruled out infection and they have elevated cobalt. The question is whether to revise it or not.

On revision we need to deal with difficult soft tissue dissection and debris. Looking at the acetabular component, if it is well positioned acetabular components, it may be retained. On the other hand, if it is modular MOM, we can change the acetabular liner to Poly or Ceramic [7-10]. Total Synovectomy should be done, stem is retained in most of cases and taper grossly cleaned (Fig. 3). Only remove the stem if there is macroscopic damage and mechanically stable taper linkage is not possible. In the neck component, it is necessary to get rid of metallic debris as much possible and change the interface to ceramic bearing with titanium sleeve, so that the combination is not with a cobalt chrome head but to a titanium sleeve which is a much favourable combination. The result is a decrease in serum metallic levels. However these patients are at a high risk for dislocation, mostly due to a lot of soft tissue destruction so in some cases constrained liner or dual mobility cup can be applied.

Trunion Designs

Main aim is to achieve stability of ball on the neck. The neck should be thick and long so that there is deep engagement within head [2,7-9]. A head with long neck line has more lever arm which would give more opportunity of motion of head on neck and it is the micro motion of head on neck that sets off the synergistic reaction combining with electrochemical corrosion. So we need a stable connection between the head and the neck. Also the material matters. Thus, CoCr on CoCr is not ideal, CoCr on titanium is better, titanium on ceramic is even better.
A good taper is a long and thick, shorter neck length heads, with titanium and oxinium as taper materials [6,7,9].

Whether the head size matters or not is not clear. A large head size causes more friction [4-6]. Oxinium as head material is more stable and corrosion resistant and very less metal deposition is seen.

Current evidence suggests that the cause of trunionosis occurs at surgery. Correct surgical technique is important to avoid trunionosis. Even in ideal conditions 25% of implantations are not in correct position. So we need to have good exposure. A clean and dry taper is essential. Even drops of fat or drops of blood can impact how securely it is fixed. Seat the head first without any impaction. The direction of impaction should be co-linear [4,7,8,10]. The force of impaction should be 2000N and avoid damage to taper during revision.

**Figure 3:** Typical lesion of trunionosis.

**Summary**

Trunionosis is not an easy diagnosis. The metal levels >1ng/ml abnormal in metal on poly in THR. MRI with MARS sequences are helpful in diagnosis. Stem retention with head/liner exchange to ceramic with titanium sleeve is required in most cases. We need to evaluate the soft tissue and instability and be mindful while impacting the final head on stem.
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